Mailing with Ruggero Santilli – looking for Prof. J.V. Kadeisvili
In this document you’ll find my email correspondence with people from the Institute of Basic
Research, founded by Ruggero Santilli. The messages were send between April 1st 2012 and May 2nd
2012. My aim was to find out whether JV Kadeisivili is a real person or, as I suspect, an alias of
Ruggero Santilli. My interest in the ‘person’ of Kadeisvili stems from a very strange rebuttal he wrote
to an article by Prof. Calo, which in turn demolished an article of Ruggero Santilli. All these articles
were printed in the International Journal of Hydrogen Energy.
The correspondence confirms me in my idea that most people supposedly involved with IBR, the
Santilli Foundation and the International Committee on Scientific Ethics and Accountability are
actually aliases of Santilli. The persons concerned are: Jerdsey Kadeisvili, George Weiss, Richard
Andersson and Richard Cox.
The emails below are only edited by deleting the texts of the original mails in case of replies. Also I
left out some long lists which were copies from texts found on the websites from the organizations
controlled by Santilli (indicated as such and link provided). My remarks which were not part of the
original emails are in red. The emails are sorted chronologically, but consist of three separate
threads.

Email 1: April 1st 2012, 10:11 PM
Pepijn van Erp

<pjvanerp[at]gmail.com>

4/1/1
2

to board[at]santilli-foundation.org, basicresearch[at]i-b-r.org
Subject: request for information about Prof. Kadeisvili
Dear Sir/Madam,
I plan to write an article about different theories concerning HHO-gas. Ofcourse this cannot pass
without giving attention to Mr. Santilli's article A new gaseous and combustible form of water in the
International Journal of Hydrogen (Vol. 31, 2006). This article received a harsh attack by Prof. Calo in
the same journal, but was defended by Martin O. Cloonan and J. Vladimir Kadeisvili. About almost all
the persons involved in this discussion I can find plenty of information, but I find it difficult to get some
background of prof. Kadeisvili, who wrote the article Rebuttal of J.M. Calo’s comments on R.M.
Santilli’s HHO paper.
As he is connected to the Institute for Basic Research, I assume that you can easily get me a his CV,
publication list and perhaps a photograph which I can use for my article. If possible, can you also
provide me his e-mail address so that I can connect to him directly?
Your help would be most welcome,
With kind regards,
Pepijn van Erp

Email 2: April 2nd 2012, 1.54 PM– reply to email 1
4/2/1
2

<basicresearch[at]i-b-r.org>
to Martin, me
i-b-r

Subject: Re: request for information about Prof. Kadeisvili
Dear "Mr." Pepijn van Erp,
We would gladly cooperate not only by putting you in touch with Professor Kadeisvili (who is interested
in direct exchanges with you), but also to provide you samples of similar gases (at no cost) for
measurements before you throw any mumbo-jambo conceptual gyration, as well as copies of ongoing
scientific and industrial developments in the field that are now receiving millions of $$$ invested from
the industry (see attachment)!!! while the field is completely ignored in academia!!! to their evident
peril!!!
However, before doing so, we want to know who are you, perhaps by providing us your CV. We also
request the email of Mister Calo (mister because he wrote a note of criticism on Prof. Santilli
HHO paper with zero technical knowledge in the field - something serious scholars certainly
do not do!) so that he can receive copies of the correspondence since we do not do thin gs in the
back.
Additionally, we wan t to stress that your evident suppression of scientific democracy did hit me in the
eye, by carefully calling Cale "Prof." while calling the discoverer of the new species, Prof. Santilli, as
"Mr.", and reaching the much offensive absence of any title for Martin Clonan, a real Professor in
Ireland.
Therefore, I have to stress that here in the United States of America we have scientific democracy and
guys who do not understanding it for political reasons come out quite damaged. At any rate, Professor
Santilli is immensely more qualified than Mister Calo because basic discoveries in mathematics,
physics and chemistry
http://www.santilli-foundation.org/
http://www.world-lecture-series.org/
hundreds of nominations for the Nobel prize both in physic s and Chemistry, the award of the
Mediterranean Prize (granted to Hilary Clinton, President Sarcozy, Kings of Monaco and Holland, etc.)
http://www.santilli-foundation.org/santilli-nobel-nominations.html
Finally, in the eventuality you might have some serious scientific aim beyond your evident political
defense of a scientifically vacuous note (which i exclude at this point due to your biased aprioristic
support of Mister Calo, you should first attend our forthcoming Post Ph. D. Seminar Course in
Hadronic Chemistry, where the issues will be treated by luminary in chemistry and physics 9see below
outline) and then [perhaps;s after that knowledge dare to issue a SCIENTIFIC opinion on HHO
without vacuous gyrations.
Yours, Truly
[with silent copy to Professor Kadeisvili)
Dr./ George F. Weiss
Editorial Manager
INSTITUTE FOR BASIC RESEARCH
Algebras, Groups and Geometries
Hadronic Journal
Hadronic J. Supplement
35246 US 19 North, # 215
Palm Harbor, FL 34684, U.S.A.
Office tel. +1-727-934 9593
Lab tel. +1-727-934 3448
Fax +1-727-934 9275
E-address: basicresearch[at]i-b-r.org
Web sites

http://www.i-b-r.org
http://www.neutronstructure.org
http://www.nuclearwasterecycling.com
http://www.hadronicpress.com
=================================================

[PvE: Long list deleted, which was a copy of http://www.santilli-foundation.org/teaching-grants.php
‘Martin’ is the e-mail address of Martin Cloonan
Some interesting information in the header:
Received: from 65.35.151.112 (HELO Ruggero-Santillis-MacBook-Pro.local)]

Email 3: April 2nd 2012, 2.01 PM– addendum to email 2
4/2/1
2
<basicresearch[at]i-b-r.org>
to me, Martin
i-b-r

Subject: Re: request for information about Prof. Kadeisvili
PS. I forgot to alert you that the publication of any scientifically motivated criticisms on Professor
Santilli new species of HHO will be receive appreciation and respect, but you must be made aware
that noways, following the millions of dollars of investment in the field any scientifically unmotivated
support of Mister Calo trash will very likely meet response in court because, unlike equivocal
academicians solely surviving on equivocal grounds, industrialists hit hard when unjustly damaged in
their pockets.
To be straight, rather than defending your body guy Calo, you will drag him into a lawsuit for blatant
scientific corruption..... law suits certainly NOT filed by me or by Professors Santilli, Cloonan and
Kadeisvili, but BY THE INVESTORS TO DEFEND THEIR MONEY.
Gr. George F. Weiss

Email 4: April 2nd 2012, 4.32 PM– reply to emails 2 & 3
4/2/1
2
Pepijn van Erp

<pjvanerp[at]gmail.com>

to i-b-r
Subject: Re: request for information about Prof. Kadeisvili
Dear Dr. Weiss (I hope that's the correct way of addressing you),
Please don't make any assumptions based on my inapropriate addressing of Prof. Santilli and Prof.
Cloonan. The bias, you see in that use, was not intentional. In the Netherlands we're a little less formal
in these matters.
I'm still interested however in a CV of Prof. Kadeisvili, because until now I could only find that he is
probably from Georgia (the country) and born in 1959. Amongst other things I'm interested at which
universities he studied, got his degree and his PhD.
As far as my background, I think the only thing that really matters is that I have a degree in
Mathematics. But it's been a while since I've used mathematics in such a way that I can read the
articles of Prof. Santilli and Prof. Kadeisvili and understand those. My specialization is more in the field
of statistics and number theory.

Currently I'm trying to see if I can do some freelance work as a science journalist. So that's why I'm
interested in the story.
By the way, I'm a bit surprised that you mention that already millions are invested in this field. Does
this concern the development of applications of HHO gas or does it concern the existing Magnegascompany. I thought these things were related because Prof. Santilli claims that in both cases the
gases formed consist of 'magnecules', but Magnegas is not HHO gas as far as I could see. But maybe
you can correct me if I'm wrong.
With kind regards,
Pepijn van Erp
PS1 the email address of Mr Calo can be found easily and he's not my 'body guy'.
PS2 I'm not interested in the generous offer of the samples, because I wouldn't be able to have them
tested by lacking the facilities.

Email 5: April 6th 2012, 6.49 PM– reply to email 1
4/6/1
2
Santilli Foundation

<board[at]santilli-foundation.org>

to me
Subject: Re: request for information about Prof. Kadeisvili
Prof. calo and Mr. Santilli??? You are a wako
[PvE: contents of email 1 deleted]
-Richard Anderson
Trustee
The R. M. Santilli Foundation
http://www.santilli-foundation.org/
http://www.world-lecture-series.org/

[PvE: Some interesting information in the header:
Received: from 71.180.120.18 (HELO Ruggero-Santillis-MacBook-Pro.local)]

Email 6: April 6th 2012, 11.53 PM– reply to email 5
Pepijn van Erp

4/6/1
2

<pjvanerp[at]gmail.com>

to Santilli
Subject: Re: request for information about Prof. Kadeisvili
Dear mr. Anderson,
As I also replied to Dr. Weiss, please don't make any assumptions based on my inapropriate
addressing of Prof. Santilli and Prof. Cloonan. The bias, you see in that use, was not intentional. In the
Netherlands we're a little less formal in these matters.

I'm still interested however in a CV of Prof. Kadeisvili, because until now I could only find that he is
probably from Georgia (the country) and born in 1959. Amongst other things I'm interested at which
universities he studied, got his degree and his PhD.
Greetings,
Pepijn van Erp

Email 7: April 12th 2012, 8.45 PM
4/12/
12
Kerdsey B. Kadeisvili

<jvkadeisvili[at]gmail.com>

to me
Subject: Erp's serious cience or blabling??
Mr. Erp, you want to write an article on Prof. Santilli's new chemical species of magnecules?? Come
on !! You do not have the knowledge.In the event you and mister Calo had a minimum of science in
mind you would repeat the measurements first before blabbling. At any rate, I provide it below in the
event you are not scamming.
YT
JVKadesivbii

====================
COPIED FROM ANOTEHR CORRESPONDENCE

Since you do not appear to be aware of the technical literature, I suggest that, as an introduction, you
should start with an inspection of thenontechnical outline

THE NEW FUELS WITH MAGNECULAR STRUCTURE
Ruggero Maria Santilli
International Academic Press (2008)
200 pages
Available in free pdf download from the link
http://www.i-b-r.org/docs/Fuels-Magnecular-StructureF.pdf
Italian translation by Giovanna Bonfanti and Michele Sacerdoti,
published by Editori Riuniti, Roma, Italy, and available at
I Nuovi Carburanti con Struttura Magnecolare
Russian, Chinese et al translations available.
To achieve a technical knowledge you should then start with a study of the novel Santilli
isomathematics that will be presented by mathematicians at the Seminar Course in hadronic
Mechanics.
After learning the new mathematics, you should study the volume
Foundations of Hadronic Chemistry, with Applications to New Clean Energies and Fuels,
R. M. Santilli, Kluwer Academic Publishers (2001),
http: //www.santilli-foundation.org/docs/Santilli-113.pdf
also with translations in Russian Chinese, etc.
Then you are in a position to reach a serious scientific judgment on H_n, n = 2, 3, 4, 5, ...
As one of the many applications, I attach for your knowledge a paper by Prof. Santilli published in
Oxford, England, in 2003, on his discovery of H_n (universally acknowledge new chemical symbol

MH), with the attachment at the end of independent chemical analyses establishing that the species is
99.8% hydrogen, yet its specific weight is a multiple that of H_2.
I then add one of several additional independent measurements of a similar species produced by Prof.
Santilli - now under organization for INDUSTRIAL production !!! while still remaining vastly unknown in
the US academia to its evident peril !!!! while Prof. Santilli's discovery are well known to foreign
academia !!!!!, resulting in being at least 99.5% hydrogen, yet its specific weight is about FOUR times
that of hydrogen.
By recalling that hydrogen has ONLY ONE VALENCE ELECTRONS, and by nothing that such
multiple specific weight can only be achieved via a combination of H_)2, H_3, H_4, ... H_n, - as
established by gas chromatography in any case - the evidence here attached trashes out as academic
parlance without scientific content any belief that Santilli's new species of heavy hydrogen has a
"molecular" structure, that is, a valence bond. Please understand and admit the novelty of the
species.
=================================================
MR. ERP, IF YOU ARE SERIOUS YOU SHOULD FIRST ATTEND THIS POST PH D SEMINAR
COPURSE AND THEN DO BLABLING. IF YOIU WANT TO ATTEND, I SHALL MAKE SURE WITH
PROFESSOR SANTILLI YOU ARE ACCEPTED.

[PvE: Long list deleted, which was a copy of http://www.santilli-foundation.org/teaching-grants.php]

Email 8: April 12th 2012, 9.44 PM– reply to email 7
4/12/
12
Pepijn van Erp

<pjvanerp[at]gmail.com>

to Kerdsey
Subject: Re: Erp's serious cience or blabling??
Dear Professor Kadeisvili,
Thank you for writing me in person. My purpose in writing the article is to give a decent overview of the
different theories concerning HHO-gas. And ofcourse to be able to present the evidence in a fair way, I
would like to give the different authors a fair description. That's why I wrote to the IBR and Santilli
foundation in the first place, because I could not find your CV.
I would be most grateful if you could send it to me. I already got the list with publications you provided
me in your e-mail, but it's lacking the information I'm most interested in: your background as a
scientist. Simple questions like, where are you from?, where did you get your education?, where did
you get you PhD? what's the title of your thesis? and so on.
I wouldn't think these are very hard questions to answer and I hope you can provide me with that kind
of information.

With kind regards,
Pepijn van Erp

Email 9: April 12th 2012, 9.55 PM– reply to email 8(?)
4/12/
12
Santilli Foundation

<board[at]santilli-foundation.org>

to me
Subject: Re: request for information about Prof. Kadeisvili
I confirm you appear to need some medical attention because you asked for the CV of Prof. Kadeisvili
while you have refused to provide yours. You really think we are that stupid?
All additional emails we may receive from you will be trashed hereon.

Email 10: April 12th 2012, 11.41 PM– reply to email 9
4/12/
12
Pepijn van Erp

<pjvanerp[at]gmail.com>

to Santilli
Subject: Re: request for information about Prof. Kadeisvili
Mr. Santilli,
It's quite clear to me now that this whole business of yours is a complete fantasy. There is no
Professor Kadeisvili (who cannot even spell his own name right!), no Mr. Anderson, no Mr. Weiss and
no Mr. William Pound (of whom you already mentioned that it is a psuedonym, well I think it's clear
that it is a pseundonym of Ruggero Santilli).
Your MagneGas business looks very much to a Ponzi scheme to me. I wonder whether you managed
to get investors for the $3,882,500 you tried to get in your recent sell of common stock.
I'm not sure whether I will take this matter any further, but you'll probably notice via
other routes than direct communication.
Yours truly
P. van Erp

Email 11: April 16th 2012, 12.11 AM– reply to email 8
4/16/
12
Kerdsey B. Kadeisvili

<jvkadeisvili[at]gmail.com>

to me
Subject: Re: Erp's serious cience or blabling??
It is evident you have no intent - nor the knowledge - to do science and your aim is political. Therefore,
I am here terminating any contact with you and pass all the correspondence to the attorneys of
Magnegas Corporation. I provided you the scientific reference. You write whatever you wish and we
will judge thereafter. i suggest you abstain from wasting your time with additional emails to me.
JVK

Email 12: April 16th 2012, 12.39 PM– reply to email 11
4/16/
12
Pepijn van Erp

<pjvanerp[at]gmail.com>

to Kerdsey
Subject: Re: Erp's serious cience or blabling??
At this moment only a copy of the identity papers of JV Kadeisvili could convince me that this person
really exists.

Email 13: May 1st 2012, 1.19 PM– reply to email 10
5/1/1
2
Richard Cox

<cox6797[at]gmail.com>

to me
Subject: The returned defecations
Dirty man,
Prof. Kadeisvili provide you quite nicely various scientific information and references on Prof. Santilli's
magnecules and their industrial applications, and also invited you to be part of their forthcoming
course on hadronic mechanics, and you answer with this filth below! You are a dirty filthy puking man
in great need of some legal fixing for which our Committee has been set forth and fully funded, that's
what we do, fixing human filth in science, and here is part of the action going on to fix you.
Our specialized Investigative Agency on scientific filth that includes former CIA operatives has already
"bugged" your computer and is now collecting info to identify your real name, affiliation and ethnic
connotation. The Law Firm of the Magnegas Corporation, a publicly traded US company under strict
SEC scontrols you have defecated on without evidence, is already poised to strike legal action
against you and your filthy friend mister calo. The Law Firm of our own Committee is collecting info to
provide you, your affiliation and your friends a beautiful and unforgettable legal fixing they specialize in
- that cannot be delivered by the law firm of a US public company .... -, and our investigative agency is
contacting the FBI because your behavior is the same as the criminal conduct that preceded the
assassination of the former MIT scientist Dr. Eugene Mallove, which assassination from emerging
evidence was perpetrated by an alleged mandate from your brothers at MIT, and the killing was
allegedly done by masada agents who entered America with various diplomatic passport (to change
name from flight to flight), all this is just about to be released by the FIB as well as our Attorney
General to the American people and the world following five years of investigations and huge political
pressures to cut out the nazis who do not want the American people to have the information they own.
Special security and recording means have been implemented around Prof. Santilli because he did
receive life threats in the pas from your organized crime.
As far as I am concerned as soon as our investigative agency has provided proof of your real name
and ethnic affiliation [I already know this from your imprint of human filth] I will do with great zest the
only thing you and your people deserve: I will return your courtesy and will defecate on your name and
on your people in the internet, FaceBook etc. the various blogs, etc. This is the only message you will
receive from me, hence hereon look at the internet under your real name for the returned defecation
you deserve. As Professor Kadeisvili put it with gentle language very inappropriate for your filth "you
are a threat to America and mankind."
http://www.santilli-foundation.org/inconsistencies-gravitation.php
Richard Cox
member
International Committee on
Scientific Ethics and Accountability
http://www.scientificethics.org/

Email 14: May 1st 2012, 5.12 PM– reply to email 13
5/1/1
2
Pepijn van Erp

<pjvanerp[at]gmail.com>

to Richard
Subject: Re: The returned defecations
Boy, boy,
You know how to provide some hilarious stuff to write a blog about. Thank you!
Pepijn van Erp
And that is my real name! I guess you and I also share the same ethnic background: Western
European. As for mr. Calo: I'm not his friend, but I think he has more sense in his little toe than you in
your whole brain.
Happy fantasizing mr. Santilli!

Email 15: May 2nd 2012, 11.53 PM– reply to email 12
5/2/1
2
Kerdsey B. Kadeisvili

<jvkadeisvili[at]gmail.com>

to me
Subject: Re: Erp's serious cience or blabling??
Forwarded to Richard Cox, at the ICSEAA and Attorney.... of Law Firm .... for response to harassment
by an anonimous oseudo-academician who refused to provide his CV or any serious identification but
keeps harassing me to releace my CV. He must day-dream of belonging to a superior Aryan race with
me being his servant

